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• In channelized rivers, water flows fast and homogenous.
• The ecological value is poor and it gets worse during flood

stages, when the flow conditions exceed the fishes’ swim ability.
• Usually, river restauration projects are very expensive.

Fig. 1: Source:  
https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?804991/84-
collapse-in-Freshwater-species-populations-since-
1970

Fig. 2: Source: Logara I., Brouwera R., Paillex A.
2019. Do the societal benefits of river restoration
outweigh their costs? A cost-benefit analysis, Journal
of Environmental Management 232, p. 1075–1085.

In this research, the ecological improvements thanks to the
installation of alternative gravel mounts inside channelized rivers
are investigated. This simple and cost-efficient method has shown
very promising initial results.

Arrowhead-shaped gravel mounts are built on alternative sides of
the experimental channel. For stability purposes, each one is
reinforced all along its shape with two layers of assembled boulders
build like fallen dominoes on top of each others. Two more layers
of assembled boulders are built in the same fashion along both sides
of the channel with the aim of stabilizing the water surface there.

Fig. 3: Here above: The model is viewed from
downstream (a). On the right: a gravel mount
with stacked boulders is shown from left side
wall (b).

This research focuses on small sized fishes (body length ≤ 0.1 m)
and their habitat requirements. These individuals can fit in the gaps
between assembled boulders, but are also at risk of being flushed if
the flood discharge is too large. For model simplicity, no distinction
between individual swim ability, sex, species and age is made.
Ayu Sweetfishes (Plecoglossus altivelis) are the reference species:

Fig. 4: Ayu Sweetfishes. Source:
https://www.pechetonton.fr/le-
mystere-ayu/

To define the river’s habitat healthy, this
research looks at the followings attributes:
• Heterogenous flow
• Low flow velocity
• Low turbulence

Curiosity: Ayu Sweetfishes primarily feed on plankton and prefer environments with
clean water. They and can grow up to 0.3 m in length and adult males are known to be
extremely territorial.

Fig. 7: From left: an Ayu Sweetfish uses the spaces between stacked boulders as refuge to escape the force of
the flood stage (a); the same behaviour is observed from a school of Japanese eels (Anguilla japonica, b); the
prototype of a rectangular dike with double-layered stacked boulders is built in Tochigi Pref. (c).

Fig. 5: The model under the channel’s capacity discharge
Q = 0.155 m3/s (flow from right to left).

The water surface is flat and
stable. This means that the
hydraulic friction caused by the
model is low.

Fig. 6: The flow velocity and direction are given by the black arrows (legend for refence). The measurements
are taken 0.01 m above the gravel bed surface and discharge Q = 0.004 m3/s. The surface occupied by the
gravel mounts and the assembled boulders is coloured blue (hence the legend “GM+AB”).

The installation of alternative gravel mounts successfully slow the
water flow and increase its heterogeneity. The structure has proven
strong enough to resist the force of a major flood stage, while
maintaining the water surface placid. The water now meanders
around the gravel mounts and pockets with slow flowing areas are
found behind each construction. All this confirms that alternated
gravel mounts have indeed the potential of bringing significant
ecological improvements inside channelized rivers.

The research now need to move from model to prototype. More
accurate, thus more complex, definitions of habitat modelling will
also be required. Experiments with living aquatic animals and
scaled prototypes, as shown in Fig. 7, will remain very important.
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Problem:

Proposal:

The mounts are built on alternated
sides of the channel to force the
flow to meander.

The shape like the head of an arrow
also help in forcing the flow to
twist and turn around the mounts.

Assembled boulders are incredibly
stable, not shaking even under the
stress of the largest discharges the
experimental channel can provide.

Objectives:

Results:

The future:

Gravel and boulders remain in
place. There is no risk of erosion
and the model stability is
confirmed.

Conclusions:

The flow meanders like a snake around the triangular
shape of each mount. This is a significant change from
the usual straight and uniform flow occurring inside
channelized rivers.

Behind each gravel mounts there are small areas
where the water is flowing much slower than in the
rest of the flow. These are exactly the conditions small
sized fishes like Ayu Sweetfishes would enjoy!


